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The spin-orbit interaction—a fundamental electroweak force—is equivalent to an effective magnetic

field intrinsic to crystals, leading to band spin splitting for certain k points in sufficiently low-symmetry

structures. This (Dresselhaus) splitting has usually been calculated at restricted regions in the Brillouin

zone via small wave vector approximations (e.g., k � p), potentially missing the ‘‘big picture.’’ We provide

a full-zone description of the Dresselhaus splitting in zinc blende semiconductors by using pseudo-

potentials, empirically corrected to rectify local density approximation errors by fitting GW results. In

contrast to what was previous thought, we find that the largest spin splitting in the lowest conduction band

and upper valence band (VB1) occurs surprisingly along the (210) direction, not the (110) direction, and

that the splitting of the VB1 is comparable to that of the next two valence bands VB2 and VB3.
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The relativistic interaction between spin and orbit cre-
ates an internalmagnetic field Beff in periodic solids [1–3],

Beff ¼ @

2m2c2g�B

½rVðrÞ � p�; (1)

where VðrÞ is the crystal potential and p is the momentum.
This can cause a lifting of the degeneracy between spin-up

""i;k and spin-down "#i;k states of band i at wave vector k,

called intrinsic (Dresselhaus [1]) spin splitting �iðkÞ. This
splitting is nonzero only for certain crystal symmetries and
certain wave vectors. For example, in the diamondlike
structure with its inversion symmetry (Fd�3m), the bands
at all k points lack spin splitting, whereas in the noncen-
trosymmetry F �43m zinc blende space group only certain
points in the fcc Brillouin zone—�,�,�6, L, and X—lack
spin splitting by symmetry. Traditionally, this bulk-
intrinsic spin splitting [1] has been studied mostly in the
close vicinity near the Brillouin zone center k0 ¼ � [4–6],
or at some band edges, e.g., k0 ¼ L [7,8] or k0 ¼ X [8,9].
This tradition is anchored in the ubiquitous use in the
literature of small wave vector expansion models such as
effective mass approximation (EMA) or k � p [5,7–9],
limited not only in the narrow range �k around k0, but
also requiring the often difficult-to-compute k � p parame-
ters (e.g., interband coupling) for different Brillouin zone
valleys k0 ¼ �; X; L and different interacting bands. In the
EMA, the Dresselhaus and Rashba terms are parameters,
directly fitted to experiment, so no new information is
revealed. These limitations could be circumvented if one
focuses instead on the crystal potential VðrÞ that produces
via diagonalization of 1

2r2 þ VðrÞ the all-band, full-zone

band eigenvalues and hence spin splitting �iðkÞ. Here we
inquire about the spin splitting of common bulk semicon-
ductors throughout the Brillouin zone and for many i ¼
valence and i ¼ conduction bands. We use (pseudo-
potential, plane-wave) band theory in which the fundamen-
tal, parametrized quantity is the crystal potential VðrÞ and a

parametrized spin-orbit interaction rather than k � p pa-
rameters. This approach automatically includes coupling
between any number of bands, any number of interacting
valleys, and is naturally unlimited in the range of validity
�k around any particular k0. The results�iðkÞ can then be
fit, e.g., to a power series in jkj (analogous [1] to k � p but
valid at any k0), thus providing a more accurate reference
point for k � p results. This approach shifts, however, the
burden of correctly encoding the ‘‘personality’’ of a given
material from ‘‘k � p parameters’’ into its underlying crys-
tal potential VðrÞ. Whereas, not surprisingly, describing
VðrÞ via the local density approximation (LDA) is insuffi-
ciently accurate on account of underestimating band gaps
[6] by �60% and underestimating effective masses by
�40% leading to overestimation of its spin splitting [6],
better approximations, such as GW [6] are sufficient for
most purposes. Here, we construct the crystal potential
VðrÞ as a superposition of screened (overlapping) spherical
atomic pseudopotential v̂�ðrÞ parametrized so as to remove
the LDA band gap error and reproduce closely GW results
for the bulk solid. Although the GW method can yield the
spin splitting at arbitrary points in the Brillouin zone, we
are interested here in a method that can be applied to both
bulk solids, as well as to quantum wells (�100 atoms=cell)
and to quantum dots (�1 000 000 atoms=cell). The atom-
istic pseudopotential method has been applied to all such
systems before [10–14]. Alas, GW cannot be applied prac-
tically to any truly large system. Thus, our strategy is to
map existing GW calculations on pseudopotential for the
Brillouin zone directions available. Although fitting a finite
number of directions does not automatically guarantee that
other directions will be reproduced well, our experience
with our pseudopotential is that fitting is required only at a
few points to yield a globally robust behavior. In this Letter
we use such a description to get a glimpse at the full-zone
spin splitting of few valence bands and few conduction
bands of GaAs and GaSb. In contrast to what was previ-
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ously thought, we find that the largest spin splitting in the
lowest conduction band (CB1) and upper valence band
(VB1) occurs surprisingly along the (210) direction, not
the (110) direction, and that the splitting of the VB1 is
comparable to that of the next two valence bands VB2 and
VB3.

Crystal pseudopotential.—The band structure of bulk
material is obtained via direct diagonalization of the
single-particle Schrödinger equation in an empirical
pseudopotential method (EPM) [15] representation,

�
� 1

2
r2 þ VðrÞ

�
c iðrÞ ¼ Eic iðrÞ: (2)

The crystal potential VðrÞ ¼ P
n;�v̂�ðr�Rn;�Þ is a super-

position of screened atomic potentials v̂� of atom type �
located at atomic site Rn;� which contains a local part vL

�

and a nonlocal spin-orbit interaction part v̂NL
� . The non-

local spin-orbit interaction v̂NL
� is described by a

Kleinman-Bylander separable form [16]

v̂ NL
� ¼ ��

X
i;j

jiiBði; jÞhjj; (3)

where jii and jji are reference functions, and Bði; jÞ is a
matrix representation of the spin-orbit interaction:
Bði; jÞ ¼ hijL � Sjji, where L and S are the spatial angular
momentum operator and spin operator, respectively. The
pseudopotentials v̂� are fitted [17,18] to experimental
transition energies, effective masses, and deformation po-
tentials of the bulk material. The supplementary section
[18] describes the fit in detail. The wave function c iðrÞ is
expanded by a set of plane waves. Table I gives the critical
properties calculated by our standard empirical pseudo-
potential (EP-I) used previously [14,17]. Although this
potential was not fit to the spin splitting, it gives a good
representation of theGW results [Fig. 1(a)]. In fact, writing
�CB1ðkÞ ¼ �cjkj3 we get from our standard EP-I �c ¼ 5:7

(�c is in eV �A3) whereas GW [6] gives �c ¼ 8:5, a
big improvement over LDA [21] that gives �c ¼ 46:8
[Fig. 1(c)]. Over the full extent of the data shown in
Fig. 1, the agreement between LDA and GW is qualita-
tively good, except near �. Indeed, LDA is known to fail
for band gaps and for effective masses more dramatically
near � than in other regions in the zone (see Ref. [6]).
Experimental values are indirect and somewhat scattered
and are 9.0 [20], 11.0 [20], and 17–35 [20].

It is possible to further improve EP-I [see black line in
Fig. 1(b)]. Analysis of the spin splitting [5] reveals that it
depends on (1) the energy splittings due to spin-orbit
interaction [e.g., �0 ¼ Eð�8vÞ � Eð�7vÞ, �0

0 ¼ Eð�8cÞ �
Eð�7cÞ, and �1 ¼ EðL4;5vÞ � EðL6vÞ], (2) the position of

the two lowest-lying conduction band levels at � [i.e.,
E0 ¼ Eð�6cÞ � Eð�8vÞ and E0

0 ¼ Eð�7cÞ � Eð�8vÞ], and

(3) on matrix elements of the momentum operator and
spin-orbit operator. The latter depends on the wave func-
tions. Thus, even if we have a pseudopotential which fits
well the energy levels [�0, �

0
0, �1, E0, and E0

0, i.e., items

(1) and (2) above], it may not give accurate spin splittings,
unless those specific matrix elements are fit as well. Rather
than fit such individual k � p-like matrix elements, we
chose instead to improve EP-I so that it accurately repro-
duces the GW calculated spin splitting along the Brillouin
zone directions which was calculated [6]. The improved

TABLE I. Calculated band structure parameters of bulk GaAs
including conduction band energies Eð�6cÞ, Eð�7cÞ, EðL6cÞ, and
EðX6cÞ relative to the Eð�8vÞ, spin-orbit splittings �0, �

0
0, and

�1, and effective masses by two pseudopotentials (EP-I and EP-
II). Experimental results at low temperature are taken from
Ref. [19] except where noted. The energies are in eV. The
k-cubic term �i is in eV �A3.

Property EP-I EP-II Expt.

Eð�6cÞ 1.53 1.52 1.52

Eð�7cÞ 4.65 4.57 4.49

EðL6cÞ 2.36 1.81 1.81

EðX6cÞ 1.98 2.02 1.98

m�
eð�6cÞ 0.066 0.058 0.067

m�
hh½100� 0.34 0.31 0.40

m�
hh½111� 0.87 0.79 0.90

m�
lh½100� 0.093 0.077 0.082

�0 0.341 0.347 0.341

�0
0 0.116 0.226 0.174

�1 0.177 0.205 0.213

�CB1 5.7 8.3 8.5a, 9b, 11b, 17–26b

�CB2 9.6 11.7

�CB3 1.7 2.0

�VB1 2.6 3.2

�VB2 26.6 34.4

�VB3 19.0 25.1

aGW result; see Ref. [6].
bReference [20].
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FIG. 1 (color online). Comparison of spin splitting of the
lowest GaAs conduction band obtained by (a) our standard
empirical pseudopotential (EP-I), (b) GW [6] and the improved
pseudopotential EP-II, and (c) LDA with projector augmented
wave method [21].
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GaAs pseudopotential (EP-II) gives results described in
Table I and Fig. 1(b). It accurately reproduces band ener-
gies, effective masses, and spin splitting. It is obvious from
the discussion above that two pseudopotentials (EP-I and
EP-II) with equally good fit to energy eigenvalues can give
different spin splitting if the underlying momentum and
spin-orbit matrix elements are different. This suggests that
the small-k behavior of �iðkÞ is rather sensitive to the de-
tails of the wave functions. Once the crystal potential VðrÞ
(EP-II) is constructed, we employ it to take a glimpse at the
full-zone spin splitting which was not observed before.

Small-k behavior.—The fitted k-cubic terms � of small-k
spin splitting at the three lowest conduction bands (denoted
CB1, CB2, and CB3) and the three highest valence bands
(denoted VB1, VB2, and VB3) are given in Table I. Near �,
VB1, VB2, and VB3 are usually called, respectively, heavy
hole, light hole, and spin-orbit splitting bands, and CB1,
CB2, and CB3 represent, respectively, the �6c, �7c, and �8c

bands. We note that the k-cubic term � of VB1 is small but
does not vanish. This is contrary to the perturbative pre-
diction [1]. Although the spin-orbit interaction of s-like
CB1 band at � is induced by indirectly coupling to p-like
valence bands [�8v (VB1 and VB2) and �7v (VB3)]
through remote p-like conduction bands [�8c (CB3 and
CB4) and �7c (CB2)], the small-k splitting of CB1 is even
larger than that of CB3 and VB1, and is comparable to that
of CB2.

Full-zone results.—Once wave vectors shift a bit away
from the zone center, the k � p model loses its ability to
predict the band structure and spin splitting, even qualita-
tively. Figure 2(a) shows the GaAs band structure (calcu-
lated by EP-II) along high symmetry lines. The corre-
sponding spin splitting of the three lowest conduction and
highest valence bands is given in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c),
respectively.

(i) Rapid changes in spin splitting due to interband
coupling.—Figure 2(b) shows that the spin splitting of all
the three conduction bands is significantly distorted along

� to W, and the spin splitting of CB2 and CB3 simulta-
neously has strong oscillation along � to K. Both effects
provide evidence for interband coupling within conduction
bands. The interband coupling effect can also be found in
the spin splitting of CB1 along � toK [Fig. 1(a)], where the
higher energy spin splitting subband of CB1 is somewhat
repelled by same-spin subband of CB2.
(ii) Where in the Brillouin zone does spin splitting

peak?—It is commonly believed [1,5] that the largest
spin splitting occurs along the (110) direction � ! K.
The reason is that the (110) direction, where spin splitting
is allowed [1], is centrally located with respect to the [100]
(� ! X) and (111) (� ! L) directions along which all or
most of the splitting vanishes. In Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) we see
that the largest splitting of CB1, VB1, and VB2 occurs
along the (210) (��W) direction, not the (110) direction.
Inspecting the spin splitting of VB1 demonstrates that the
spin splitting along the (110) direction is negligible com-
pared to the (210) direction. This phenomenon can be seen
clearly in a three-dimensional (3D) plot (Figs. 3 and 4) of
the spin splitting in Brillouin zone.
(iii) Valence versus conduction band spin splitting.—

Figures 3 and 4 show the calculated full-zone spin splitting
for the three highest valence bands (right-hand column)
and three lowest conduction bands (left-hand column) of
GaAs and GaSb, respectively. Each column has two panels
for each band. The left-hand panel is a 3D plot in full zone
and the right-hand panel is a 2D plot cutting through the
zone center and normal to the [001] direction. From the 3D
plots in combination with the corresponding 2D partners
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) GaAs band structure, (b) spin split-
ting of the three highest valence bands (VB1, VB2, and VB3),
and (c) spin splitting of the three lowest conduction bands (CB1,
CB2, and CB3).

FIG. 3 (color online). Spin splitting of GaAs in the full
Brillouin zone for the three lowest conduction bands (a) CB1,
(b) CB2, and (c) CB3, and three highest valence bands (d) VB1,
(e) VB2, and (f) VB3. Each band has two panels: left-hand panel
is a 3D isosurface and right-hand panel is a 2D plane (kz ¼ 0)
rendering which is also given at the bottom of left panel. The
spin splitting is in meV.
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we can ascertain that the VB1 and CB1 have largest split-
ting along (210), not along the (110) direction. If we
compare the spin splitting of different bands only along
the (110) direction, we would have reached an incorrect
conclusion that the spin splitting of VB1 is much smaller
than VB2 and VB3. From Figs. 2(c) and 3(d)–3(f), how-
ever, we can see that the maximal spin splitting of VB1 is
actually comparable to that of VB2 and VB3.

Summary.—We have performed full-zone spin splitting
calculations of GaAs and GaSb. We find that (i) the largest
spin splitting in the CB1 and VB1 occurs along the (210)
direction, not the (110) direction that was previous thought
based on limited view of the Brillouin zone (ii) The spin
splitting of the upper valence band VB1 is comparable to
that of the next two valence bands VB2 and VB3. This has
been previously overlooked due to the expectation that the
largest spin splitting will occur along the (110) direction.
(iii) The interband coupling significantly influences the
spin splitting of related bands. To validate our most sur-
prising EPM result—that the spin splitting has a maximum
at another area in the Brillouin zone than previously sus-
pected—we performed an independent test, using self-
consistent LDA. Our EPM conclusions were corroborated
by LDA. For example, LDA predicts that the maximum
spin splitting of GaAs CB1 and VB1 along the (210)
direction is 140 and 144 meV; however, along the (110)
direction it is only 60 and 8 meV, respectively.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Same as Fig. 3 but for bulk GaSb. The
pseudopotential calculated GaSb coefficient of k-cubic term of
the small-k spin splitting at CB1 is �CB1 ¼ 68:8 eV �A3 which is
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